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What are you currently reading for? 

What are the goals of your currently 
assigned reading?



What are the 
goals of reading?

What do we 
read FOR?

● We read for ANALYSIS 
○ To close-read a text (focus)
○ To find an IP (interpret) 
○ To contribute to a project (connect)

● We read for INFORMATION
○ To get a quick sense of what the text is about
○ To summarize a text
○ To extract specific pieces of information
○ To summarize/synthesize a study’s findings

● We read for RESEARCH
○ To decide if a source is useful in the first place
○ To place in conversation with other sources
○ To craft a literature review
○ To design methods



Today’s Workshop: 
3 Reading Strategies

1. Close-Reading

2. Reading From the Outside In

3. Reading Across Texts



Close-Reading



THE LENS
Glasses - Binoculars - Microscope

Reading/looking through:

What do you know about your lens as you approach a source?
What informs your perspective?

- What is the field?
- What are themes of the class? Themes of class discussions? Topics of 

related discourse?
- What are the project instructions? (if applicable)

What do you find out about your lens as you get acquainted with your sources?



Looking at:

THE DATA/THE SOURCE
Text - Image - Object -________ 



Reading/Looking for:

DETAILS 
that reveal a gap in understanding 

[from How Scholars Write, by Aaron Ritzenberg and Sue Mendelsohn, Oxford Univ. Press 2020]



TEXT 
● Form & Function = Content and Style
● Spacing - Structure - Organization:

Paragraphs, line beaks, layout
● Read Aloud: 

What do you hear?
Rhythm? Did it carry you? 
Did it break/ did you have to push?
Who is the speaker? Who is addressed? 
(Pronouns)
Associations?

● Sentence structure: 
short, long, repetitive, fragmented

● Punctuation: a lot of ? or . or ! or -
● Word usage:

Title
Pronouns - Verbs -  nouns - adjectives - adverbs
Are there patterns, groupings, prevalences?

● Context:
(if it is part of a larger work)
How does this align with the context?
What else can count as context?

A poem: Harriet Mullen, 
We Are Not Responsible

[Sleeping with the dictionary / Harryette Mullen.Berkeley : University of California Press, ©2002.]



FOCUS:
● Mark and annotate details
● Look for patterns in the 

details you have marked

ASK QUESTIONS &
INTERPRET:

● The details to fill a gap in 
understanding.

[adapted from How Scholars Write, by Aaron Ritzenberg and Sue 
Mendelsohn, Oxford Univ. Press 2020]



An image: IMAGE:
● Impressions and associations:

What do you see first (what stands 
out)?
What do you feel? 
What associations? 

● Perspectives:
From what vantage point?
Who looks - who is looked at?

● Elements/Composition: (Contrasts)
Foreground - background
Center - margin
Light -  dark (color - b/w - contrast)
Focus - blur
Left - right
Up - down

● Context: 
Title, caption, part of series, etc. 

“American 
Gothic,” 
Gordon Parks’ 
portrait of Ella 
Watson.



Jesus Constantino “Harlem in Furs: Race and Fashion in the 
Photography of Gordon Parks”

FOCUS: Two buttonholes lay unused over her left breast; the 
two overlaying pieces of fabric have been sewn together 
instead. One of the unused buttons for an unseen third 
buttonholes has been folded inward at her neck to form a 
more comfortable v-line. At her waist, two buttons have been 
added to take in (albeit unevenly) what had once likely been 
a larger waistline. A single tear in the fabric just to the left of 
the lower of the two buttons testifies to the age and 
imperfection of the alteration.

INTERPRET:  [Parks] directly challenges the tactics of 
fashion photography itself. The image frustrates desire. The 
dress appears as though it could be used and reused forever 
through an endless series of minor alterations, standing 
defiantly outside the circulation of commodities.(794-95)

[from How Scholars Write, by Aaron Ritzenberg and Sue Mendelsohn, 
Oxford Univ. Press 2020]



Try another Lens: 
A project that seeks to understand depictions of labor 
and nationalism in the US.  What details of Gordon 
Parks’s might you want to focus on? And what 
interpretations might you begin to make?

[from How Scholars Write, by Aaron Ritzenberg and Sue 
Mendelsohn, Oxford Univ. Press 2020]



Looking through a LENS 
at the SOURCE/DATA 

to FIND DETAILS that reveal a gap in 
understanding. 

Then we can INTERPRET these DETAILS 
and CONNECT them to our PROJECT.

When we analyze/ close-read, we are:



Reading From the Outside In



BEGINNING

MIDDLE

END

   READING LINEARLY               VS              READING FROM THE OUTSIDE IN



Reading From 
the Outside In

The specific goal you 
have will affect how 
you use this strategy

Useful for things like:
➔ A first read or initial skim
➔ Summarizing or synthesizing
➔ Determining a source’s usefulness/relevance

Can be used in many genres, but is
especially useful for:
➔ Peer-reviewed journal articles
➔ STEM or Social Sciences texts
➔ Long texts with multiple sections/subheadings
➔ “Secondary” sources in the humanities (sources 

“about” other texts - analyzing/reviewing/making 
an argument about the “primary” texts)



READING FROM THE OUTSIDE IN



STEP ONE: 
Context

Contextual info can 
give you a sense of 
the focus of the piece 
even before you start 
reading the main text.

Publication context
➔ Where was this published? (Or: what class is 

this for?)
➔ When was this published?

Title context
➔ What is the title? Subtitle?
➔ What do we expect based on this title? 

Author context
➔ Who is/are the author(s)? 
➔ Any familiar names? (already read OR listed 

on the syllabus?)
➔ What information do you have about the 

author(s)? (affiliations, bio, COI, etc.)



STEP TWO: 
Structure

Getting a sense of a 
piece’s structure 
helps us figure out 
where we’re headed.

Note: If the piece has an abstract, this is a 
good time to read it! Then skim for structure:

What does the beginning look like?
➔ Is there an abstract?
➔ Is there a separate introduction?

What does the end look like?
➔ Is there a conclusion or discussion section?

What does the middle look like?
➔ Are there standard section headings? (e.g. 

methods, participants, results/findings, etc.)
➔ Are there other kinds of headings/ 

subheadings? (e.g. section topics)



STEP THREE: 
Content

Not beginning to end, 
but STRATEGICALLY 
from the outside in!

From the outside in:
1. Abstract

○ Overview/preview
2. Concluding section

○ What the author(s) really want(s) to 
hammer home

3. Introductory section
○ Context and exigence

4. Then you can read the rest!

For “the rest” – decide where you want to 
spend more/less time based on your goals, the 
structure you noted in Step 2, and what you 
ultimately need to do with the text



Key principle:

Only read as much as you need
to accomplish your goal!

You will likely be returning to this text with another reading strategy (e.g. close 
reading or reading across texts) so it’s okay if you don’t do everything right now!



1. Context
○ Publication
○ Title
○ Author

2. Structure
○ Abstract
○ Beginning section headings
○ Ending section headings
○ Middle section headings

3. Content
○ Abstract 
○ Concluding section
○ Introductory section
○ The rest

Reading From the Outside In



Reading Across Texts



Brandner, Raphaela: “Mind 
Maps for Essay Writing 
(Guide + Examples)” 
Mindmeister.com, 
accessed 11.12.2021







what strategy should I apply
when I read across texts? 

What do we read for?

How do we read for it?

Why?



Key Terms
What am I reading for?

We can think of KEY TERMS as important words or phrases that capture, 
point toward or embody crucial claims or problems or interpretive lenses 
that contribute strongly to the author’s project.





Key Terms

How do I read for it?

looking for words and phrases which serve as key terms

tracking how those words and phrases appear & develop

giving our own initial definition 

finding particular moments in which those terms seem most radiant

close reading those particular moments

 paraphrasing those moments

 comparing these paraphrases to our initial definition



Key Terms

Why?

KEY TERMS are exportable from their local context. Knowledge in an 
academia does not want to exist in isolation. Our job as scholars involves 
creating commerce between ideas we’ve found in one context and applying 
them to another.

Thinking in this way, we can extract portable interpretive tools from what we 
read. As we read from one text to the next, our interest will no longer be 
MERELY about what each individual texts claims, but potential for there to be 
CONVERSATION between our sources and between us and our sources.







● An active process

● concrete language, specific terminology 

& concepts 

● A first step in doing something else

● Avoids “right” or “wrong; “agree” or 

disagree”

● Sources coexist alongside each other

● A passive process

● Generalizations, summaries, & basic 

information

● An end unto itself

● Merely labels material as such & stages 

a simple answer

● Sources are treated separately

Compare & ContrastVSCritical Conversation

Carillo, Ellen C. (2016, July 1). Engaging sources through reading-writing connections across the disciplines. Across the Disciplines, 13(1). Retrieved 
from https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/articles/carillo2016.cfm



Moving beyond
compare & contrast

By incorporating 

reading across texts 

as a strategy, as 

opposed to reading 

them individually 

and in isolation, we 

put ourselves in a 

position to...

“FIND unexpected similarities in the ideas of thinkers who

seemed to diverge

FIND unexpected differences in the ideas of thinkers who 

seemed to align

FIND paradoxical or contradictory implications

FIND places where the situation is more complicated 

than described

FIND unexplored assumptions

FIND limitations in both thinkers

FIND importance in something initially unimportant

FIND unexplored questions in something initially obvious

APPLY these ideas to new situations and work to do something 

new with and about them”

Carillo, Ellen C. (2016, July 1). Engaging sources through reading-writing connections 
across the disciplines. Across the Disciplines, 13(1). Retrieved from 
https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/articles/carillo2016.cfm





Includes materials (adapted) from…

● Brandner, Raphaela. “Mind Maps for Essay Writing (Guide + Examples).” 
Mindmeister.com. accessed 11.12.2021

● Carillo, Ellen C. (2016, July 1). “Engaging sources through reading-writing 
connections across the disciplines.” Across the Disciplines, 13(1). Retrieved from 
https://wac.colostate.edu/atd/articles/carillo2016.cfm

● Mullen, Harryette. Sleeping with the dictionary /Berkeley : University of California 
Press, 2002.

● Ritzenberg, Aaron and Sue Mendelsohn. How Scholars Write. Oxford University 
Press, 2020.
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